PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Attention
New Meridian Audio Active Loudspeaker
Models Point to a Bright Future
New Meridian ‘.2’ models benefit from maker’s Select bespoke colour service,
which provides a choice of over 270 different colours and shades.
Meridian has announced that two new edition DSP
loudspeakers are now ready to order.
The £6,000.00 DSP5200.2 and £17,000.00 DSP7200.2
loudspeakers take Meridian’s proprietary Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) technology to a new high, with a series of
new and improved technological innovations that deliver
superior performance in many areas. The concept of the
Digital Active DSP Loudspeaker, originally introduced by
Meridian over two decades ago, provides the most accurate
and effective path to high quality sound reproduction.
Set up is simple, too. Both new models house not just smart
processing, but also amplification, creating a complete
audio system in a loudspeaker. Just add a music source,
such as a CD player or smartphone, and enjoy. And to create ‘multi-room Meridian
style’ connect the company’s £499.00 Media Source 200, which enables wireless
control of networked music libraries, as well as brings dedicated iOS apps and
Sooloos zone-controlling desktop software.
The key features and benefits of the Meridian DSP5200.2 and DSP7200.2 are:
•
•
•
•

Advanced, high-efficiency composite dome tweeter.
DSP active advantage – self-contained audio system with no amplification
equipment needed.
Centre elevation adjustment technology delivered with Horizontal Centre
version.
Advanced listener controls including bass, treble tilt, listening axis, volume,
time-compensated balance and absolute phase.

•
•
•
•

Outstanding performance - three powerful, built in 75W amplifiers with DSP
provide a maximum output level of 116dB at 1m.
On-board DSP provides thermal and dynamic bass protection – enables highlevel use for prolonged periods of time.
Features Meridian’s proprietary Enhanced Bass Alignment (EBA) technology.
Multiple installation applications in home and marine environments enabled by
Meridian’s unique Design and Specification Service.

With a wide range of colours and shade finishes available through the Meridian
Select service Meridian’s DSP loudspeakers bring unique opportunities for
optimization of driver/ amplifier/enclosure systems, while giving listeners
unprecedented control over music and cinema sound playback.
UK Confirmed Recommended Retail Prices
DSP5200.2: RRP £6000.00/DSP5200*HC.2: RRP £3250.00
DSP7200.2: RRP £17000.00/DSP7200*HC.2: RRP £9,000.00
The standard colours are black and white piano lacquer finishes.
Meridian Select bespoke colour service is available at a 5% upcharge.
*HC denotes Centre Channel Digital Active Loudspeaker
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ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO
Meridian Audio, based in Cambridgeshire, UK, was founded in 1977 by two music lovers:
psychoacoustics expert Bob Stuart and design engineer Allen Boothroyd. With almost 40
years of innovation and development of consumer home entertainment systems offering
exceptional performance, Meridian Audio is recognised as a world leader in high-quality
audio and video reproduction. Meridian developed the world's first audiophile CD player,
digital surround controller and digital loudspeaker; and the MLP lossless packing system
included in Blu-ray Disc. The company’s award-winning optical disc players, DSP
loudspeakers, video systems, streaming and personal audio products are unique in the

industry, maintaining a super-quality digital signal from the studio to the home, using
advanced digital signal processing to deliver natural sound and crystal-sharp images.
In 2008 Meridian entered the world of automotive with its partnership with McLaren
Automotive. Drawing from its expertise in the home entertainment sector, Meridian
developed two stunning stereo and surround systems for the McLaren 12C, 12C Spider and
P1. The in-car system for the Range Rover Evoque signalled Meridian’s partnership with
Land Rover in 2010. The following year Meridian extended its automotive partners to include
Jaguar, launching in the XJ Ultimate. In 2012 Meridian introduced its innovative Signature
Reference Sound System in the All-New Range Rover. This is the world’s first 3D in-car
surround, which redefines in-car audio possibilities by applying Meridian’s unique
technologies such as Trifield 3D, setting new standards in the automotive world.

Visit: www.meridian-audio.com
Follow Meridian on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and You Tube @MeridianAudio

